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Easter 3 2019 

 

Seas of Resurrection...and Lakes 

And when you turn to the left or when you turn to the right, your ears shall hear a word behind you, 
saying “this is the way; walk in it.”1 

I am most grateful for the beautiful trail around Lady Bird Lake.  I’ve never lived somewhere 
with an outdoor area such as this.  However, many times I have walked around it and in the very back of 
my mind there is a mystery I have wanted to solve.  How is it that the beautiful 862-mile Colorado River 
is one and the same with this Lady Bird Lake…and Lake Austin and Lake Travis, too?  Growing up on 
the shores of Lake Superior in Northern Minnesota I thought I knew what a lake was.  And there were 
lots of lakes around to reinforce my geographical understanding.  However, this week, reading our 
gospels, I have new insight into where naming a river a lake may come from.   

Our Gospel today takes place on and at the shores of the Sea of Tiberias.  The disciples are 
fishing—which I’ve learned in my life—lake, sea or river-- is not the same as catching fish.  Rather, it is 
simply, the act of being in a boat at least attempting to catch a fish. Our Gospel finds the disciples 
fishing—not catching fish, but trying on the Sea of Tiberias.  

And Tiberias, used most often in Johannine accounts, is another name for the Sea of Galilee2 
where Jesus walked on water and stilled a storm.  This same sea, in the Hebrew Bible (or Old 
testament), is called the Sea of Kinneret3 and mentioned as part of the land given to the Tribe of Gad.4 
Tiberias, Galilee, Kinneret are all names for this same body of water.  And this Sea is, geographically 
speaking, not a sea—it’s a lake.   

Yes, it is the lowest freshwater lake (the dead sea is the only other lake lower, but it’s salt water). 
So I understand better now-- there in the Holy Land for 4000 years--they like to call their lakes, seas.  
Austin just follows a biblical precedent—Jewish and Christian—no prejudice there-- a 4000 year old 
tradition.   

All this is to say no matter what we call the water around us, it is here—and it was here before 
us. It will be here after us. And in storm and stillness, it serves as an important place to encounter God. 
We witness this today at baptisms we have in three different services and we read about it throughout 
the gospels and the entire Bible.  And today our gospel tells of important encounters on the water. 

             Two weeks ago, we celebrated Easter day and in our church year the Easter season is 50 days. 
We have 50 days to celebrate Christ’s resurrection and try, I emphasize try, to wrap our minds around, 
to accept, and really believe in what just happened--resurrection.  Resurrection, somewhat more than the 
names of seas, lakes and rivers, defies what we understand.                       

Neither the disciples nor anyone else had ever seen anything like resurrection before—it’s new 
life.  It is challenging to grasp hold of—the disciples show us this by not recognizing Jesus repeatedly 
after the resurrection, but in our passage today they also share with us something valuable.  In the 

                                                           
1 Isaiah 30:21 
2 John 6:1 
3 “Lake Kinneret” <https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/kinneret-lake> 
4 See Numbers 34: 10-12 
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beginning of our Gospels, when Jesus calls his first disciples he finds Simon and Andrew, two fishermen 
and brothers and says to them, “You will fish for people.”5 He draws them from the seas they know to 
travel with him, teaching, healing and casting out demons.  

But now, after death and resurrection—the disciples find themselves right back where they 
started in a place and in an activity they knew…fishing.  

We are, all of us, creatures of habit.  We return to things we know are comfortable when we 
experience times of trouble, doubt, or change and this is not bad.  It is human--to return to what is 
comfortable when things change. And things have changed through Jesus’ death and resurrection.  The 
least being, very concretely, that the disciples are no longer very good fishermen.  

But despite that, all the ways they, like us, fall short, they give us an example to follow.  They 
have been fishing all night and have caught nothing.  Then, upon hearing a voice from the shore, 
“Children, cast the net to the right side of the boat, and you will find some,”6 they listen.  They show us 
an openness to receiving God’s call …even If they are not listening for God’s voice.  And suddenly, 
their net is full of fish.  Realistically, fishing for the disciples was not just leisure, but a livelihood. 
Before they met Jesus, they caught some fish…now, walking with, being with Jesus for nearly three 
years, they are changed.  And they can catch nothing without him.  They have been trying all night to 
catch fish, but Christ shows them there is another way of doing things than they had been trying for so 
long. Jesus shows them the way of faith—of life and abundance.  Today, we might say that resurrection 
is unbelievable but they believed and this, their openness to and belief in the risen Christ yields 
abundance beyond their imagining…a net overflowing with fish and breakfast with their Lord who has 
risen from the dead. 

And this all happens on and around this sea. Jesus does so much on this body of water.  Today 
we are shaken and battered by so many storms—violence, hatred, prejudice—people of faith are not 
exempt from storms but, beyond belief it seems, on this sea Jesus stills storms.  He calms the waves 
when the disciples have faith.7  When they believe they can walk on water—do things beyond what we 
ever thought could be done.  Crowds flock to hear Jesus teaching—they are there to see, is this really the 
Christ, the Messiah. And he heals and appears and shows again and again—to those who doubt or fail or 
are cursed with demons—even through death he appears as a reassurance that there is reason for faith. 
And this faith, affirmed by this water, leads to abundance beyond what we can conceive on our own. 
This is, after all, not our Easter but God’s.  And the Risen Lord appears when God wills.  A radical 
example being our first passage from Acts—Paul’s conversion.  

But there are always small invitations to belief in this abundance of God. And we, the church, try 
to celebrate this for the next days of Easter.  Do we listen for Christ calling to another way, another side 
of the boat to cast our net?  We need people of faith today who are willing to cast the net in a different 
place and to hope beyond what reason tells us.  John’s gospel ends “If everything that Jesus did were 
written down, I suppose that the world itself could not contain the books that would be written.”8  These 
books are still being written, but Christ needs us to listen and open ourselves to his call to try another 
way. 

                                                           
5 Matthew 4:19, Mark 1:17 
6 John 21:5 
7 Matthew 8:232-27, Mark 4:35-41, Luke 8:22-25 
8 John 21:25 
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Our baptismal font here at Good Shepherd is small.  It is not a sea, not even a lake or a river.  But 
in this Easter season it reminds us that we all, have been invited into this life lived with Christ—a Christ 
who shows us a way of abundance in faith—resurrection.  We pray for this faith for the children being 
baptized today, but also for each of us. So when we hear Christ say, try another way, we listen.  We 
respond and our nets, no matter the sea, river lake or land we are on… are filled.  

 

Alleluia, Christ is Risen.  

 

 

 


